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Easter: Snow and Burn
The glorious 50-day season of Easter kicked off in Kansas City with a freak snowstorm (we
managed to pull off some not indecent bbq anyhow…) Regardless of the weather, whatever the
dismal mindset, God calls us to burn bright for Him. He enables us to do so.
I urge you to pray right now from some good friends who are burning bright today in Sacramento
CA. Using their own stories of how Jesus and His healing community helped them to overcome the
domination of same-sex attraction, Anne Paulk of Restored Hope Network, and Elizabeth Woning
and Ken Davis of Bethel Church Redding (among others) are shining to ensure that AB 2943
dissolves like snow before the sun when it comes up for vote next Monday in the CA legislature.
This insane bill turns goodness on its ear by outlawing any helper (church-based and otherwise)
who offers counsel or materials for cost to persons seeking freedom from gender disintegration.
That means Living Waters groups would be banned from their state of origin.
Think about it. Today, California leads the nation in celebrating gender disintegration and in
seeking to outlaw any remedy for what is an unhappy condition at best. Further, California vilifies
anyone who seeks to be at peace with his or her biological gender. In a recent segment of the
popular CW teen series ‘Riverdale’, a young girl with confusing sexual feelings (every teen) is
subject to a ‘conversion therapy’ madhouse led by a sinister nun who greets her with a syringe
and a ghastly smile. The point is clear: seeking to understand and resolve identity conflicts is
demonic. Welcoming the demons is cool.
So we urge kids to welcome their demons. Tim Cook, the ‘gay’ CEO of Apple who came out
proudly in 2014 (‘I consider being gay among the greatest gifts God has given me’) just veered off
the course set by predecessor Steve Jobs; the latter detested porn use on the iPhone but Cook just
chided an interviewer by claiming ‘I’m not making fun’ of anyone who employs the iPhone
browser in that way. Another ‘gay’ cultural hero, Olympic skier Gus Kenworthy, recently
expressed the moral difference between gay and straight couples: gays favor open relationships in
which commitment does not involve sexual fidelity. Ugh.
With California leading the way, we have moved beyond granting everyone the ‘freedom’ to do
whatever he or she wants, sexually-speaking; we now want to legislate out of existence
opportunities for persons to overcome addictions and infidelities that stem from gender
disintegration.
Please right now say a prayer for Anne and Elizabeth and Ken. Pray for clear and sane and gentle
voices to be heard today in Sacramento on behalf of every person on whom God’s favor rests to
become chaste. The right to worship and to heal in accord with the God of Jacob and Jesus should
be encouraged, not vilified or outlawed. And pray hard that next Monday April 9th AB 2943 will
dissolve as fast as a freak snow storm on Easter.
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